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Sub-Committiees Formed

Search Committee
Making Progress
By P.O. ANDREW
There is hope yet that UMR
will have a chancellor by the
beginning of the 1978 Fall
semester.
Chancellor
Search
·The
Committee is charged with
presenting qualified candidates
to the University President and
the Board of Curators for final
selection, has started into the
final steps.
.
Prellminary screening by the
member of the Search Committee has resulted iii a list of
candidates to be invited back to
the UMR campus for further
interviewing.
The next step in the selection
process is the appearance of the
candidates before three more
committees. One group is made
up of solely administrative
personnel. one of faculty, and

the third is comprised entirely
of students.
Professor Roberl Davis,
Chalrone of the Search Commtttee has stated the intended
purpose
of
these
subcommittees is to . "expose the
candidates to wider I more
representative group of UMR
people."
The office of Chancellor has
been vacantsinceJanuary,1977
when
former
Chancellor
Bisplinghoff resigned to take a
position in private industry.
The current Search Committee is the second group
organized to search for a
The
original
Chancellor.
committee was dissolved after
attempts to find Bisplinghoff's
replacement falled. The reason
cited for the fallure of the first
committee was "a case of too
much publlcity" on the names
and number of candidates.

Kappa Alpha Fraternity brought forth to the leade .. of UMR and the City of Rolla for slgnatur.s proclaiming the
KA's 75th Annlv.rsary on last Thursday. Dr....d In the clothing of th.lr patron , Robert E. L•• , the ladl.s and
g.ntl.m.n of the Old South appeared before Rolla's Mayor, Lou McFarland . Th.re was also a signing In front of
(Photo by Pollack)
. Park.r Hall with Int.rlm·Chanc.llor Pogue.

..................................................................

Final's Schedule

Thomas JeHerson Hall To Provide '

here we print this

S,."mer Housing At UMR
During this year's summer
session, the University of
Missouri-Rolla will operate only
one dormttory - the Thomas
Jefferson Residence Hall.
T. J . capacity is 529 residents.
It offers air conditioning,
swimming
pool,
indoor
recreational facillties, floor
lounges, dining facilities and
rental parking. Summer room
and
board contracts for
students (June 4 through July
30) are $405 per person (double
occupancy) or 1445 per person

(single room) . Cost of rental
parking is $6 per space.
Facilities for guests will also
be avallable at T.J. Guests
must be affiliated with the
University in some . fashion
(persons registered for short
courses or conferences, guests
of student, faculty or staff
members, etc.). Guest rates are
$4.55 per person per night for
room. Guest meals are $1.25 for
breakfast, $1.50 for lunch and
$1. 75 for dinner.
A new feature this summer is
the estabUshment of a pool pass

e xam period will begin Monday, May 8, 1978, at
a t 5:30 p.m . S a turday, May 13, 1978. COrMIon
a re
led for those courses listed in Section II
below .
ROorl ••• lqnments for common finals will be announced
by t he ins truct&r.

($5 per person) for anyone who
has a UMR student, faculty or
staff I.D. card (includes
members of the immediate
famUy). Passes are good for the
times the pool is open
(Lifeguard supervision) - 12
noon to 6:30 p.m., daily, June 2
through Aug. 5.
Swimming passes for the T.J.
pool may be obtained by those
eligible at the housing Office,
Room 212, University CenterWest (phone 341-4218) or from
the front desk at T.J. (phone
341-4921).

The cou rses not covered in Sections I I II or III are to
be arranged by the l.nstructor 1.0 cooperatl.on wl.th the students
that course.
I.

II .

Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening
session durl.ng fl.nal week .

Common Finals (Rooms to be scheduled by Registra r )
COURSE

FINAL EXAM TIME

Chern Engr 135 A , B
Chern Engr 141 A, B, C

esc
esc
esc

esc

esc

73 All Sections
74 A , B
168 A , B

2 1 8 A,

a,

C

253 A , B
EE 6 1 A, B

EE61C ,

D ~

EE63A,B
EE63C,D
EE 211 D, E
EE 253 B, C
EE 265 B, C
EE265A,D
EE 267 o A, B
EE271A,B
EE315A,B
EE3431\ , B
EM 50, 150, 170
EM 110
Geol Engr 50
Hist 60, 112
Math 2 , 4, 21, 22
Math 6
Math 8
ME 204
ME 225
Phys 21, 23, 24, 25
Phys 107
III o

Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Tuesday 3 : 30 - 5 : 30
Monday 10: 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 3 : 30 - 5:30
Thursday 7 : 30 - 9 : 30
Monday 10 : 00 - 12: 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Tuesday 10 : 00 - 1 2:00
Tuesday 10:00 - 12:00
Tuesday 10 : 00 - 12 : 00
Wedne sday 10: 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 10:00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 1 0: 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Monday 10 : 00 - 12: 00
Thursday 7: 30 - 9: 30
Tuesday 10:00 - 12:00
Monday 7:30 - 9:30
Thursday 7: 30 - 9: 30
Wednesday 10:00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 10 : 00 - 12 : 00
Tuesday 3:30 - 5:30
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Wednesday 10 : 00 - 12 : 00
Friday 3 : 30 - 5 : 30

Regular Finals
First Weekly Class
Mee t ing Time

F inal Exam Time

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

Tuesday 7:30 - 9 : 30
Wednesday 3: 30 - 5: 30
Monday 3 : 30 - 5:30
Thursday 10 : 00 - 12 : 00
Wednesday 7: 30 - 9 : 30
Tuesday 1:00 - 3 : 00
Friday 10:00 - 12:00

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
T ue sday
T uesday

Yep. 'tis the end of the school year. Mysteriously (?) last w_k and again this week some pe ..on(s) ventur.d to
scale the smoke stacks and place their marks for all to s_. On the right Is a cryptic m...age 01 which only the
artist knows. On the left are two 8 & G boys removing a flag put there this w_kend. Anybody knowing anything
about either of these Is encouraged to let the UMR Observatory know rlllht away.
(Photos by Pollock)

:

8: 30
9: 30
10: 30
11: 30
1 2: 30
1 : 30
2: 30
8: 05 or 8: 30
9: 30
1 0: 30
11 : 05 or 11: 30
12: 30
1: 30 or 2: 05

wednesday 1: 00 - 3 : 00
Thursday 1: 00 - 3: 00
Thursday 3 : 30 - 5: 30
Friday 7:30 - 9:30
Monday 1:00 - 3 : 00
Friday 1 :00 - 3 :00

............................................................. :
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Notices to appear in tho Bullboard section should be typed and deposited in the north door of the Miner office by 9 :00 p.m . Monday. This will assure publication in the next edition

SIGMA EP GONNA PORK!
Looking lor a way to start finals week, right? Well
then come on out to Sigma Phi Epsilon's first a nnual
Pig Roast F riday, May 5 at Lion's Club P ark . Starting
at 3:00 a limitless supply 01 your lavorite beverage will
be served lree to those with comme morative cups.
Delicious Roast Pig, mouth wa te ring cole slaw, and
savory pork and beans is a vllable lor $2.50 starting at
4:00 p.m . Live entertainment is at 8:00 p.m . by Terry
Beck, a popular country rock singer Irom Sl. Louis.
Commemorative cups will be on sale lor $2.00 Qn
campus sta rting April 26 and will be a va ilable a t the
gate. For lurther Inlormatlon call Dave Braun a t 3649818.
PREREGISI'RATION
Prereglstratlon lor students now enrolled In school
who will be returning lor the 1978 summer and-or 1978
fall semester will run April 24 through April 28. 'For
further information see Instructions In the front 01 the
Fall Schedule of Classes which will be available in the
Registrar's Olllce April 20. Students who preregister
will be given an opportunity to pay fees prior to regular
registration.
.
SENIOR ADVISOR NEEDED
Anyooe Interested In being nominated for Senior
Advisor of Phi Eta Sigma should contact Sue Payne, 232
TJ, 364-1933, or Dr. Carsten, I07B Norwood, 341-4330.
Qualification: Have been an active member of Phi Eta
Sigma and be a senior next year. 1be term of this olllce
Is F78 and W78 semesters.
.

SV1OIERBOWLING

FINANClALAID INFORMATION
Students interested In summer College Work Study
Program whether 011 or on campus, full - or part time should contact the Student Financial Aid Office,
106 Parker Hall on or before April 30, 1978. A student
financial a id appllca tion should be on hand or suI>mltted. Contact SFAO lor details.
William Randolph Hearst Foundation - Any high
school junlor or senior is eligible provided he-she is
currently serving In an ELECTED capacity in one 01
the following :
A. Student body president, vice president, secretary
or treasurer
B. Class president, vice president, secretary or
treasurer
C. Student council representative
Scholarship Is valued at $1500 with more restrictions
on quallflciatlons. Please contact Student Financial Aid
for further details, 106 Parker Hall.
()().()p S'ruDENTS
Work registration for the summer, 1978, work period
will begin April 17, 1978, and last until the end of the
semester. Thts Is a must for all CCHIP students working
during the summer semester! Thts registration wlll be
held-In the QH)p Ofllce, 101 Buehler Building.

EAT IN STYi.E TIDS SUMMER
Campus Qub wlll be open this summer and Is now
taking applications for summer and fall semesters.
Drop by 1304 Pine Street or call 364-5880. Don't pass up a
good deal!

,.

•.............................

:: DELICIOUS
~~~~~~~
HWY. 63 S.

VETERANS
Re-enroIlIng In SUmmer or Fall Semester? Now Is the
time to act II you want your G.1. Bill Benellts ready for
you.
Payments can be continued wlthout interruption for
Veterans attending this semester and planning to attend SUmmer '78 Semester, IF your certification for
Summer Is received by the V.A. six weeks In advance of
delIvery date of June I, '78 check.
Veterans not attending school durtng Summer
Semester may receive a payment, for first partial
month and next lull month of Fall Semester, on first day
of Fall '78 Semester.
To receive this payment you must complete an Advance Payment Request which Is forwarded wlth your
certlllcation for Fall '78 Semester. These should be
forwarded to V.A. at least 60 days prior to beginning 01
Fall '78 Semester.
How does a Vet get all of this done? Simply visit Mr.
Paul Smith's olllce, 103 Parker, ASAP In order that he
has ample time to meet the deadline Imposed by the

VA
EE SPRING OUTING
Attention all EE's! FrIday, May 4, the annual SprIng
OUting will be held at LIons Club Park. Food and drink
will be available so come on out and celebrate the end of
the semester. Activities start at 3 :30.
PHI ETA SIGMA
PhI Eta Sigma will hold Its election of olflcers
Thursday, May 4th at 7:00 p.m. In G-5 H-SS. All members please attend. Relreshments wlU be served a fterwards.
BWE KEY INITIATES NEW MEMBERS

Blue Key National Honorary Leadership F ra ternity
initiated one honorary member and fourteen student
members at Dean Daane's home last Thursdav. The
honor initiate, Dr. J erry Bayless, a c ivil e ngineering
professor, was elected to membership In Blue Key lor
his outstanding campus and civic work. Members in
Blue Key have shown achievements In scholarship,
activities and leadershl'p. 1be following new initiates
meet these requirements : Randy Bissey, BIU Campbell,
Ron Craig, J ay Fisher, Steve Ford, Rusty Goldammer,
Barb HalnU, Roberta Hoed!, Mike Party, Mark PIItzinger, Kay Spaunhorst, P at Thompson, Bruce Tipton
and Dave Winter.

OOURSE IN ST. LOUIS
A summer course, Mechanical Engineering 219 :
Thermodynamics I, Is going to be ollered at Meramec
Community College on Monday and Thursday evenings,
fromJune5,l978throughJuly 31,1978, at 6:30p.m. until
9:30p.m .
1be course Is for engineering students transferring to
UMR, co-op education studerits and all other students
that have the prerequisites of Calculus and ·Analytic
Geometry III, Engineering Physics I, and Basic
Scientific Programming.
The 3 credit hour course is the study of energy
transformations and the relations of energy to the
status of matter. 1be fundamental laws, concepts. and
modes of analysis which underlie all applications 01
energy conversion in Engineering will also be studied.
The instructor wUJ be Dr. Harold Brandon. Dr.
Brandon Is a UMR Mechanical Engineering Department approved instructor. He is the chief stall scientist
wlth Technapac, Inc., specializing In Thermodynamics.
To register, contact: Frank Haston, Extension
Division, 203 Rolla Building. Phone : 341-4204.
In St. Louis, contact : Robert Murray, Math~g Division, Sl. Louis Community CollegeMeramec, 11333 Big Bend Blvd., Sl. Louis. Phone : 96077'10.
TIURTEEN GREAT FILMS PRESENTS :
"1be Lavender HIli Mob". A Charles Chrlchton film
starrtng Sir Alec GuInness and Audry Hepburn. A
meek, respectable bank employee who supervises
deliveries of gold bullion to the bank, longs to leave his
drab existence and live In luxury and has conceived a
plan to appropriate some of the gold for himself. Voted
one of the "10 Best Pictures for 1952." The price of
admission is $1.50 per person. FIlm begins at 7:30 p.m.
In the M.E. Audltorlum.

ARCHERY CLUB
1be student chapter of the Missouri Bowhunters is
now forming. Those persons Interested in helping to
start this club on the UMR campus are invited to contact Bruce McCoy at 364-5776.

ROLLA
CLOSED MON.

•
:
STYLE.

Russell's Town & College
713 Pine Street

Rolla , Mo. 65401

Phone 364-2323

You Can Make
The Trip But
Can
rCar?

EXTENDED LIBRARY HOURS
1be UMR library will be open un til midnight on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 01 fin al
examination week. May 8 to 13. Complete hours lor the
week and lor the break period are as follows :
May 8, &-Midnight
May 9, &-Midnight
May 10, &-Midnight
May II, &-Midnight
May 12, &-5
May 13, (Sat) - Closed
May 14, (Suo) Noon-2
May I:;'June5, &-5, Monday-Friday

Take the worry out with-

Right Car
Right Price
Right Now

PROCKS MOTOR
COMPANY

1009 Kingshighway

Rolla , Mo.

"If your car can make the trip ...
be sure it looks it's best.

COMPLETE CUSTOM
CAR CLEANING
•

Hand Wash •

Wax •

Shampoo •

CALL: 341-2999

IT'S GOT HEAT.

If!1JiJQiJf!~!f.jjj[@JfjT1J
~~,#E.l3:t;:'- ,.

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE
1be Deparlment of MUJtary Science has just been
notllled that one member of next year's Junior Class
wIU be sent to Europe for Army Orieotation Tralnin!!
during the summer of 1979. Army Orientation Training
Is a 3 week voluntary program for all ROTC students
immediately alter they complete ROTC Advanced
Camp a t Ft. RlIey, Kansas. The students assume
leadership posltlons in active Army units and gain
unique leadership experiences.

'lui..,

J oI>~

... Catchit

f r•• .,lla

late Show 11:15 p. m.

Cinderella
Fri. & Sat. ONLY

Man, I got so drunk, everything got blurry! And the
damn horse shoe pit never stayed in the same place

twice! j'm going to do it again.

(Photo by Pollock)

~

.......•.. ........... ......

• MEXICAN
••
FOOD

UMR TO OFFERMJ!lCHANICAL ENGINEERING

II you are Interested In bowling In a summer league
wlth other UMR students, there will be an
organizational meeting on Monday, June 5, at 7:30 p.m.
at Colonial Lanes, Questions, call 341-386L

~

I

!

~
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A German Requiem"
By KAREN DOWNER

The University Choir and

Orcheslra presented "A German Requiem" last SUnday
night in Centennial HaIl. The
Requiem was composed by
Johannes Brahms. Brahms was
inspired by a work of the late
Robert Schuman that he
discovered in 1856. During the
next few years he wrote some of
the music and chose some of the
music and chose some quotes
from the Bible In 1861. But he
did not finish It until four years
later. after his mother's death.

•

•••

~

The seven movements were
completed by 1868.
The central theme of the
Requiem Is that the living, not
the dead, are who need consolation. Brahm's thought that
he should have named his
composition
"Human
Requiem. " 1bis Is evidenced by
passages that state, "Blessed
are they that mourn," and
"Yea, I will comfort you."
Nowhere In the piece Is the
word "ChrIst" heard. Brahms
tried to reach both the believers
and the nonbelievers.
The University Choir per-

fonned admirably as did the
orchestra Both were under the
dlrectloo of Joel Kramme. The
guest baritone was Wayne
CogelI, an associate professor
of Philosophy here at UMR.
However,
Ms.
Rosemary
Jackson, the Soprano solist,
was
"Imported"
from
Springfield's Southwest Baptist
Q)Dege.

A Southern Gentleman peruse. the fair Icenery during KA's 75th cel.brotlon lalt Thursday on the Quadrangle .
(Photo by Pollock)

Hey, You Fish!

Water Safety
Lessons
Water
Safety
Training
swimming classes for area
residents will be offered this
summer as an extension activity of the athletiC department
of the University of MissourlRoDa.
Robert Pease, UMR swimming coach with 20 years
teaching experience for all
levels of ability, is the instructor. Classes will be held at
the UMR pool in the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.
Classes wiD be offered for two
groups. Beginners must have
passed their sixth birthday and
be able to stand In the shallow
end of the pool
approximately 42" tall. Advanced
beginners must be able to swim
12 yards on their stomach and

12 yards on their back.

Each session runs Monday
through Friday for a two-week
period. The three sessions are
June 5-16, June 1~3O and July
1()'21.
Three
classes are
scheduled each session : 9:30 to
10 a .m. for beginners, 10 to 10: 30
a.m. for beginners and 10:30 to
11 a.m. for advanced beginners.
Cost for each class is $20 per
person,
payable
to
the
University of Missouri-Rolla on
the first day of class.
To register and receive a
session assignment, call UMR
Extension office after 8 a.m. ,
Monday, May 1. Phone numbers are 341-4201 or 341-4202.
Those wishing to register In
person are Invited to come to
the office, 501 West 11th Street.

Missou,i Mine, StaN
The MISSOURI MINER is the ofllclal publication 01 the students Of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla
Missouri. This MISSOURI MINER lealures activities of the stUdent;
and lacully 01 UMR .

Brian W. Kavanaugh 1364-9685)
Editor.ln.Cllie!
John Martine (364-97691
Business Manager
John W. Stoddard (364-55981
Advertising Director
Ed Latimer (364-9685)
Features Editor
Ed Burford (364-9792)
Photo Editor
Bill Frank (364-8115)
Sports Stall
Dr. Curtis Adams (34J.04809)
Faculty Advisor
Stall Personnel : R. Burchell. H. Bur!ord. L. Ponzer. C. Ransom. T.
Ziegler. G. Maurer. D. Emily. S. Sontag. C. Sullivan. M. Kolbet. M.
Haslett. K. Downer. T. Lewis. W. Silver. D. Weaver. J . Crow. M.
Knaup. P. Pollock. M. Richardson. M. Tegetholl. D. Yost. M. Murphy
Miner Office Phone : 341 ·4235 .
S;ubscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of $l .OO
per semester .
Articles and photos for publication i n the MINER must be in by 9' p. m .
on the Monday before printi ng on Thursday .

The Unlverllty Chair and Orcheltra
(Photo by H. Burford)

(Miner News
The End Is In Sight

105thAnnu" ommencernent
The l05th Annual Q)mmencement exercises will be
held at the University of
Missouri-Rolla Sunday, May 14,
at 2 p.m. in the Gale Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building.
Approximately 562 students
.will receive bachelor of arts,
bachelor of science, master of
science, doctor of philosophy,
and professional development
degrees.
A doctor of science (Honoris
Causa) degree will be awarded
to Dr. Henry Aaron Hill,
president
of
Riverside
Research
Laboratories
in
Massachusetts and immediate
past president of the American
Chemical Society. Dr. HiD Is a
native of St. Joseph.
Dr. Dudley Thompson, who
will receive the titles vice
chanceDor
emeritus
and
professor emeritus of chemical
engineering at this ceremony,
will deliver the commencement
address.
A very special event will be
the expected return to campus
of
Fred
Hauenstein
of

KIngsburg, Calif. Hauenstein
received his B.S. degree in
mining engineering from the
University of Missouri School of
MInes and Metallurgy (now
UMR) in 1903. He Is 98 years
old. This Is UMR's first 75-year

Univ ersity of Missouri·Rolia
Rolla, MO 65401

ByP.D.ANDREW
Yes, people, the city of Rolla,
Mo., Is growing.
Though not an emerging
metropolis, the signs of the
future are all here: fast food
chains everywhere and rock
concerts.
Q)ncernlng
the
second
aforementioned indicator of
expansion, and In case you
haven't heard, the Attic Lounge
is sponsoring a concert his
coming Saturday, May 6 In the
UMR Multi-Purpose Bldg.
Featured will be the Dirt
Band, formerly the Nitty Gritty

Want to spend this summer sailing the Caribbean? The Pacilic?
Europe? Cruising other parts o! the wor ld a board sailing. or power
yachts? Boat owners need crews! For free information. send a 13 cent
stamp to Skoko. Box 20855, Houston. Texas nfJ25.

Grad Student Meeting
Monday, May 8, 1978 at 7 :30
p .m . the Association of
Graduate Students will hold its
last meeting of the semester in
the Ozark Room (upstairs, Old
Student Union). All graduate
students a'dudute dlt: needed to

graduate to return to the
to participate In
graduation ceremonies.
A
group of 15 to 20 members of the
Class of 1928 will be recognized
during the ceremonies as the 50year Honor Class.
.
campus

Get Down With
The Dirt Band

rHE MISSOURI MINER
T ·1

)

liquidate some excess refreshments and to discuss possible
activities for the summer in
addition to other topics of interest. All graduate students
are welcome! So see you there !

Dirt
Band.
Of
national
recognition as
premier performers, the Dirt Band last
appeared In RoDa In October,
1976 in a concert sponsored by
the UMR Student Union Board.
Ticket prices are $5.50 In
advance and $6.50 at the door
which opens an hour before the
conertstarts at 7:30p.m.
Q)me on down!

Metallic
Arts Show
The 14 students In the "Metals
Processing in Art" class will
present an exhibit of the work
they created in class FrIday,
May 5, from 3 to 6 p.m. in the
west wing, ground floor of the
Old Metallurgy Building. The
works
displayed
include
sculpture, jewelry, utensils,
etc. Some of the items are for
sale. Refreshments will be
served. The public is welcome
to attend.
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Watch Out, Richie

The Seventies Finally Catch Up With The ~ifties
Richie Cunningham 's in
college. As the school year
closes, hell have survived his
first year's finals, fraternity
pledging, and panty raids .
Richie's even got a girl - Lori
Beth. Amazing, isn't it - how
the young "Happy Days" star
- and, indeed, ourselves have grown up so much since

the show debutll(1? Was it just in
1972 that '-'Happy Days" kicked
off a nationwide Fifties craze
that's still rolling strong today?
And oh, has that Fifties craze
followed us! ! Five years ago, as
America was struggling with
the Recession and we were
struggling with adolescence, we
took a nostalgic look at a time

and at people we thought were
more happy and carefree than
us. We had high school dances
and parties with jukeboxes and
Fifties rock and roll tunes. We
patronized corner malt shops
serving banana splits and
burgers with renewed gusto.
In 1978, the Fifties have
become more ingrained in our

It May Be Already Too Late
If you forsake friends, food ,
exercise, and fun in preparation
for finals, you're overdoing it! A
more civilized approach to
studying takes the "cram" out
of exams, and may even improve your performance on
these tests.
Take friends, for instance.
Your fellow students don't have
to represent distractions think instead of the combined
brain-power they can provide !
Take advantage of this power
by forming a study coo{)p. Each
member of the coo{)p chooses a
chapter or topic for which he or
she prepares a special review.
AI though everyone still studies
all the material, you'll get the
benefit of one "expert" in each
field to help the group master
difficult terms and concepts.
What about food? First of all,
don't be tempted to rely on all
that coffee in yaur veins to keep
you going. Sustain your energy
level with well-balanced
regular meals. Then give your
body (and your psyche) a
special life with snacks that feel
just a little bit sinful.
You might surprise your

study coo{)p with a 4-pack of
Swiss Miss Refrigerated
Puddings. The snack-size
containers are enough to
reward the whole group! And
sinfully-rich flavors like dark
chocolate, creamy vanilla, and
luscious butterscotch will make
you feel as if you're in an ice
cream parlor - not In the
dormitory
battling
with
Beowulf.

Exercise is more important
than ever when you're studying
under pressure. If you can no
longer tell Romanticism from
Realism, get out your jump
rope or jog around the block.
You'll feel refreshed when you
finish, and ready once more to
struggle with the intricacies of
organic chemistry and the

subtleties of syntax.
And finally , don't forget to
sandwich in some time for fun!
Mter a prolonged session of
conjugating, balancing, translating, or memorizing, treat
yourself! LIBe yourself in a
movie, see what's happening in
the student center, take a
couple of fast twirls around the
floor of the neares t disco. If you
can relax and relieve some of
the tension which builds up
before exams, you'll sleep more
soundly, study more effectively,
and ultimately perform better
on your finals .
And remember : The nicest
thing about finals is that their
name reflects a very real fact when they're over, that's it!
Finally!
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lives, less of an accessory that
is thrown away as a new fad
strikes out fancy. It is who we
are, not who we long to be_
For
summer
crowds,
Paramount Studios is releasing
"Grease," a Fifties musical
comedy starring John Travolta,
Olivia
Newton-John and
Stockard Channing, along with
cameo appearances by such
Fab Fifties stars as Sid Caesar,
Eve Arden and Edd "Kookie"
Byrnes, "Grease" tells us what
life was like in 1958 and how it
felt to be a teenager, matching
greaser Travolta with pure-inheart bobby soxer Newton-Joha
in an unlikely love story.
With the popular teen idol
Travolta at the helm, "Grease"
is expected to be a smash hit
with youthful audiences - so
much so that young people's
are
putting
magazines
Travolta's pictures on their
covers in May and June, and

major manufacturers of consumer products are tying their
summer advertising campaigns
to the film .
Take the case of Helene
Curtis_The hair care company
will offer an exclusive, fullcolor poster of Travolta in
"Grease" garb for a label from
Curtis' Everynight Shampoo,
Similarly, Seven-Up will have a
two-fer offer - buy a six-pack
of the soft drink, and two can go
for the price of one to see
"Grease."
Media power being what it is,
this summer's "fun" might well.
be synonomous with an even
bigger "Fifties Fever" that will
roll acrIBs America . We'll put
on our blue suede shoes for
taking a cruise down to the
drive-in, and then we'll dance
the night away with the gang.
Don't be late - the Fifties
surely have a date with '78!

THE DIRT BAND
(Nitty Gritty)

Saturday, May 6
At the UMR Multipurpose
Building

7:30 p.m.
Doors Open at 6:30
Opening Act: Mid-Mo. Hell Band
TICKETS: 550 in advance
6 50 at the door
Tickets available at: THE ATTIC
LOUNGE, 10th & Pine, Rolla;
BOOKS 'N THINGS, Forum Plaza,
Rolla; SULLIVAN BOWL, Sullivan,
Mo,; SOUND TRAP, Hwy, 63 So ,
Rolla
No Alcoholic Beverages Allowed
At The Concert
THE ATTIC WILL BE OPEN
~
~
AFTER THE SHOW
~

In your

own hand s.
If you 're not already
exami ning your breas ts '
beca use you don'i know
how. any doctor or qualified
nurse could help you.
Breast self- exam inat ion is
a gentle a rt of self-defense.
lL takes only a few minutes
a month . It's si m pler a nd
faster tha n pu lting on you r
eye make-up. And certainly
more importa nt.
Think a bout it before you
turn the page. Noth ing you
ca n do for yourself is as
easy or has as much effect
on your future health and
happiness.
We wa n t to cure cancer

in you r li fetime.
Give to the
American Cancer
Society.

American
Cancer I
Societyt

BANANA SPLIT $ 410
SPECIAL Reg.$1.4SI
Ma de w i t h banana s , st ra wber r y ,
choco la te and van i lla ice cream , to pp ed
with s trawbe r ry , p i nea pple , a nd

chocola te syrup , wh ipped cr eam , nuts
and che rri es.

An added attraction!
Try the new flavor this month . . . Blackberry Cordial.

Forum Shopping Center
Tenth Street

Hours : Mon.- Sat.
1O:30a.m.-9 :30 p.m.
Sunday
12 noon - 8 p.m .
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Part III-The Naked Truth

A Tale Of Two Students

Joe Miner

Bill Miner

ByEDLATIMER

By ED LATIMER

As we last left Joe. he was
just coming out of the Buehler
Building after a highly successful job Interview. As he was
merrily skipping his way back
to the donns. he rounded a
corner and stopped dead In his
tracks; for he couldn·t believe
wbathesaw ...
Streakers!
Joe couldn·t believe it! But
there they were. about twenty
of them right in front of him by
no more than one block.
Naturally Joe stared to see if
there were any good-looking
girls In there and 10 and behold
he couldn't believe his eyes
again - his date for Saturday
night was streaking! Boy. was
she good-looking. too!
Well. they were out of sight In
no time behind some buildings.
Joe was still left there with his
mouth open and chin hanging
down for a few seconds even
after they were gone. Quickly
he sized the situation up: Here
he was In his suitcoat standing
on a street corner in downtown
Rolla when he really wanted to
be streaking with them. Should
he join them or not?
ThIngs had just been falling
Joe's way too often today for
him not to be so excited and
caught up In the spirit - he'd do
It!
Off he ran down the corner.
taking his tie off as he ran and
stuffing It In his coat pocket. He
took off his belt and unbuttoned
his sultcoat and shirt. People
were staring at him like he was
a madman. but this didn't stop
Joe. HIs suitcoat was off and so
was his shirt when he heard a
car born behind him. Ignoring
this. Joe continued forward
until he heard a familiar voice
say. "Joe. what the hell are you
doing?"
Joe turned and saw that It
was Fred along with Ernie In
Ernie's car. Feeling a little bit
silly. Joe stopped running and
walked up to the side of the car
and gasped for alr.
"I'm going to join those
streakers." blurted Joe as he
continued to pant.
"Well. hop In and we'll drive
you to them." shouted back
Ernie
Joe·didn.t hesitate to take up
their offer and climbed In the
ba ck seat.
"What' the hell are you
m
going streaking for?" asked
~ell. everythlng's just going

As we left Bill. he was coming
out of the Buehler Building
after a highly W1Successful job
Interview. As he was dejectedly
trudging his way back to the
donns. he rounded a corner and
stopped dead in his tracks. for
he couldn't believe what he
saw ...
Streakers!
Bill couldn't believe it! But
there they were. about twenty
of them right In front of him by
no more than one block.
Naturally Bill stared to see If
there were any good-looking
girls In there and. of course.
there were none. But he did see
two half-way decent looking
girls - no. check that. it was
just one girl big enough for two.
An Involuntary moan came
from Bill and he felt sick to his
stomach as he realized that that
girl was none other than Porgy;
his dates - no. check that date for Saturday night.
Well. they were out of sight In
no time behind some buildings
when Bill suddenly realized he
now had the perfect excuse to
break his date Saturday nighthe bad to go to St. Louis to look
for a job! He bad to catch up
with her and tell her. Things
had been going pretty bad for
8111 so far today. and so he
though that maybe If he
streaked and let it all hang out.
(so to speak). it would brighten

great for me today. Fred." said
Joe as he started to take off his
pants. "I mean not only the
little things. but also the big
ones. I got a date with a really
good looking girl named Margie
for this Saturday night. I just
think I landed a summer job at
Busch In st. Louis - man. I'm
feeling so good I feel like
streaking! "
"Well. more power to you."
said Fred from the front seat.
"Hey. Joe. here they are. Good
luck!"
Joe saw them again and
couldn·t help casting his eyes on
Margie. his date for Saturday

(cont. onp. 7)

his day.
Stepping Into a nearby phone
booth. Bill stripped and
emerged a new man. invigorated by the cold and by the
fact that everyone on the street
was staring at him.
He took off like a rocket to
find the streakers and finally
found them as they were
nearing the campus. He ran up
next to Porgy and had some
difficulty keeping up with her
because of the fact that the
ground sbock around her as she
ran and Bill's feet never knew
when they'd touch earth. So. he

moved behind her and just
stood there. drafted along by
the wind suction created by
·Porgy. He shouted up to her.
"What are you guys doing this
for?"
"Tau Beta Pi initiation!" she
bellowed back.
Just then they rounded a
corner headed for the campus
when everyone stopped dead In
their tracks except for Bill.
because the wind suction
carried him right Into Porgy.
This incapacitated Bill for
several seconds as he lay on the
ground. When he looked up he

sawall the Tau Beta Pi pledges
scattering like cockroaches In
light. and he also saw the
reason why - the University
Police were waiting for them.
Bill couldn·t believe his sight fourteen soldiers of the campus.
decked out In full uniform
wearing UP arm bands and
spiked helmets. M16's In band.
ready for action. A machine gun
nest was on BIll's right, a
bazooka started at him from
the left. barbed wire all around
him. The UP general came out
of his commander's pup tent

(continuedonp.7)

The six not·so·bllnd mice. shown above. depict a scene from Agatha Christies play. "The Mousetrap", per.
formed last Thursday, Friday and Saturday by the UMR Theatre Guild.
(Photo by H. Burford)

-To The Seniors: ·
Both Graduating - and Remaining
By KAREN DOWNER

steaks. lose any socks. clog up
the drains. spill wine on the
carpet. rip the shower curtain.
stain my new sofa. or break the
dishes
Keep
my
dishwasher.
televtsion. stereo. vacuwo

cleaner. blender. and hair dryer
In working order after their
warranties wear out.
Give me the knowledge to
cook. clean. and balance my
bank account so I won·t starve
or bounce any checks. Give me
restraint in wielding my credit
cards. and send me guidance
next year when my tax fonns
arrive.
Send me a kind boss. and keep
my paperwork to a minimwo
for I flunked English. Keep me
safe when driving the company
car. Let me get to take my
vacation during the summer.
Don't let me get transferred to
somewhere In Alaska or the
Mojave Desert.
Above all. protect me from
zealous insurance salesmen and
let me forget the four years I
spent In hell here In Rolla.

~------------.

~------------..,

Dear God.
Thank you for the job _ I
really appreciate it. But now. I
have some other problems.
Helps find a new place to live:
An apartment that has central
heating. air conditioning. and a
good TV antenna. Let there be a
bar around the corner. a permanent parking space. and lost
of attractive single neighbors.
Help the landlady understand
about wild parlies every night.
Helps me to NOT burn any

downstown
SOI11ERe. I WAs.
"l"HE: (h\JSIC WAS
sorr.It-IE LIGHtS
WEREUXJ ...
L..-- - _

1-'-....... _"'-....«0

by Tim Downs
ANOTtIERE WAS

!HE. 1Y1000BEAllnRlL
WOrnf'\N I HAVE
5VERSEeN IN 1)1'(

UFE PoUNDING ON
MY DOOR I f'O{JNDlM;
ON rrt( ()O(lR!

ByB~KAVANAUGH

For many seniors out there.
this will be the last Missouri

Miner newspaper they see as an
undergraduate engineer. and
probably the last one they will
ever see for the rest of their
lives. Unfortunately. there are
many seniors out there who will
see many more issues of this
infamous tabloid. Since nobody
should spend more than half of
their academic career as a
senior. I herewith offer these
helpful hints to determine if you
have been a senior just one
semester (or many) too long:
You know you've been a
senior too many years when.
... you tell a pledge. " Back
when I was a pledge .... " and
you can't remember when you

were a pledge.
... you·ve majored In every
engineering curriculwo down
here and are now starting on the
bumanities.
... youfre the only one left In
the house who still knows how to
use a slide rule.
... they·ve cbanged calculus
books twice since you took the
course.
... you·ve expired three
student I.D. cards.
... new
freshman's
I.D.
nwober is twice yours.
... the Registrar's office gives
you a cut rate on drop slips
because of your good business.
...the brand new. most advanced radio at the time that
you got for high school
graduation is a mono HI-FI.
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[ Classified AdS)
How ar e YOU gelling home? F or Sa le CHRYSLER Newport, Mopar
Equipped, Big enough to fit in all your junk (even your bi·c ycleL $350
or best offer. Jim a t 364· 1217.

the

WANT ED: Batting instructor for A.O. Send resume to Whifey.

Wanted c<>-ed to help with new developments in the field of stress
analysis. Under 4O-inch bust need not apply . Benefits available on
request. Apply in Rm G·12, H·SS after 12:00 p .m.
Am giving Bachelorate party for friend . Need male to jump out
of cake for special surprise. need not be completely nude. may
wear glasses. Call anytime 364·2311 - ask for Maud.

Covers
For my review this week, I
bring you three separate books
on various forms of enjoying the
great Outdoors. Originally, I
was to hold forth on some of
Philip K. Dick's works, as he
was to lecture at UMR today;
May 5. However, due to personal circumstances, he was
unable to attend, and I am
presenting this multiple column
for the first. As a regrettably
late note, I hope your were able
to attend the lecture to have
been given on Tuesday, by
Frederick Pohl,
another
heavyweight speculative fiction
writer.
On to the matter at hand,
though , with my first selection;
The Art and Science of Taking It
to the Woods, by C.B. Colby and
Bradford Angier. Both men are
acknowledged experts on the
subject of modern camping. Mr.
Colby has been camping editor
for the magazine Outdoor Life
since 1951 and has authored
more than fifty books on
camping, while Mr. Angier has
authored
several
contemporarily successful books on
the subject and lives in the wilds
on the Peace River in Hudson
Hope, Canada.
The Art and Science is geared
toward the type of potential
outdoorsmen not sure of which
particular type of camping
would be most suitable, and has
limited experience overall. The
emphasis is on a relaxed foray
into the woods, staying closer to
civilization than the seasoned
camper might. For those
readers with children, the book
devotes considerable space to
activities including the kids as
well as adults. The camper with
experience will find most of the
information in The Art and
Science already inside his or
her head, but for the beginner,
there is a wealth of necessary
ideas and guidelines. '
The second book is ti tied
Canoeing, and is authored by
Mike Michaelson and Keith
Ray . Both men are past editors
of the magazine Canoe, and Mr.
Michaelson is a prolific writer
on the outdoors. Canoeing is full
of illustrations and includes a
helpful section of hints on the
pros and cons of the various
types of canoes, as well as information on the materials used
in the manufacture and accessories such as paddles, all
vital specifications for the
prospective canoe owner. The
book covers information pertinent to the beginning canoeist
plus sections on advanced
techniques like rapids-shooting;
how to read them and get
through them . Sport canoeing is
one of the fastest growing
outdoor activities in this part of
the country, and if you think you
might be interested, or even if
you've been a long-time floater ,
Canoeing , written by two
knowledgeable men , will be a

UMR; F,O&DfromB.F.

wor thwhile addition to your
reference shelf.
The final book , and my
favorite of the three, is a Sierra
Club Tote-book on the art of
backpacking food and called,
Food for Knapsackers. This one
is authored by Hasse Bunnelle
with Winnie Thomas, members of the Sierra Club. The
book covers all the facets of
packing nutritious and lightweight meals, not just for
yourself, but in groups, as most
camping trips occur. Food is
perhaps the most important
aspect of any expedition, and
can cause an otherwise flawless
stay in the wilds to be a
nightmare if the basics of food
packing and preparation are
ignored.
The book is divided into four
sections; Principles of Food
Planning covering the why as
well as how, Procedure and
Equipment gives practical
advice and guidance, The
Master Food List sets down in
detail, the various necessary
qualities of most camp foods of
an amazing variety, and the
Recipes and Suggestions are

just that. I am hard put to
describe it as other than a
complete, .well-written and
extremely
informative
storehouse of the accumulated
camp wisdom of some experienced campers. The best
part is that this tiny book is
designed to be taken along with
you on your travels. A sturdy
cover and binding insure that
Food for Knapsackers will be
with you until the end of the
trail.
So now that the weather is
finally breaking in the right
direction, why don't you check
out the prospects for a weekend,
or maybe a week, away from
the TV and the traffic. It's a fine
way to start off the summer.

• Engineering
Research
• Construction
Engineering
• Planning & Project
Engineering
• Maintenance Engineering
• Applied Engineering related to
Power Plant & Systems Operations

Ward Silver
Food for Knapsackers, $3.95,
Sierra Club Books
Canoeing, $4.95, Regnery Books
Taking It to the Woods, $4.95,
Collier Books
Book for tills column are
SUpplled
by
Aquarlan
Booksbop, across
Rolla Daily News.

Detroit Edison is a leader in the Electric Power Industry and
needs your help to solve future energy problems.
If you have an Electrical, Mechanical. Chemical or Civil
Engineering ' degree. please send a detailed resume to :

DETROIT EDISON COMPANY
College & Professional Employment
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226

from the

•.............................

i

In case you were
to see our Detroit Edison
Representative on
Campus. we want you
to know we still have
openings for Engineering
g raduates interested in:

Christopher Jewelers

~

t

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F

: 805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264 :

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4•
Should Al)ld Aquaintance Be Forgot?
U.M.R. Graduates We'll Miss YouAt
McDonald's. Congratulations and
Good Luck

May 7th - Kid's
Ages 1 thru 12 Free Sundaes - Prizes - Fun
11 AM - 8 PM
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"Teacher's Grin
Best Of All Kids Win
Happy Vacation
Big Brother. Big Sister
ART FAIR
Forum Plaza

P rfl~ .

Fun

May 12 - 13

Ag4I ' ·11 . l1 AM · a P M
"0'11'1' a r M.::OOnah:l',"

9 AM - S PM
Are You Aware?
Tna1: McDmald' $ uses

OVt':!'

16 million

pour-.:!s of Ground Beet (u .S. Grown)
.... k .

/I

That McOonald'sburgen are 100 per cen1
pure beef (Domestic Grown) .INo Fillers)
That McDonald's

U~$

OI"ily U.S.D.A. ap·

proved products.
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Tha'MeO""",,·,. Roll" Go'''''' ."",,
Club has

O'I eI'"

1100 members lind growlog

rap idly.

"T here a r e 7,m d rops
goodness In our sha l<es "

01 delicious

Crew Birthdays
Ma y 11 .

May 1978
10 lOAM

Ev~ydllY

D~r

I>e l' Bradsha\o\

Ma)?O · Mart} Mo rehouse

Crew Member
Of The Month
IIAR Vl:: 'I'

on·:
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Joe Miner
~~ntinued ~m p. 5)

Dlgbt. She was the best-lOOking

one out there. He flung open the
door and was off like a shot.
"Go get 'em Joe! Whoooooeeee! Look at all those
streakers," shouted Fred.
"Hey, Ernie," Joe shouted
back over his shoulder, "meet
me up at the CE building! "
Joe quickly caught up with
the group just as they were
approaching the campus. He
couldn't help getting next to
Margie and they both were
running side by side laughing
all the way.
"What are you guys do this
for?" shouted Joe.
"Eta Kappa Nu initiation! "
shouted back Margie.
They streaked the quad on
campus and went through the
EE building where the group
went into a room for initiation
exercises. Joe ran over to the
CE parking lot and found Ernie
there.
The rest of the week
proceeded smoothly for Joe. He
got an offer from Busch for a
summer job paying $1500 a
month, he aced all his tests that
week, got exempt from three
finals, and called Margie
several times and met her on
campus a couple more times.
When
Saturday
evening
arrived, Joe was more than
ready for his date. He picked
her up in his red and white
CUtlass Supreme and took her
where every good Miner takes
his date to - the Student Union.
They played pool for a while
when Joe saw Bill come into the
Union with two dates · - no,
check that, just one date. But
that was one BIG date.
Naturally Joe siezed the op-
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portunity to make it a foursome
and so invited Bill and his date
Porgy over. After the introductions were made, the four
started to play pool.
"SO how are things going,
Bill?" inquired Joe as he
racked the baits on the table.
"Not so good, Joe. My whole
world's just collapsing around
me," said Bill, polishing his cue
tip In getting ready for the
break. "But how are things with
you, Joe?" asked Bill as he took
aim on the cue ball and practiced his stroke for the break.
"Things are going great for
me, Bill. I suppose the greatest
thing Is my summer job with
Busch."
RRRRRRRRRIP!
Bill's cue had just missed the
ball and had made a very nice
cut about three feet long in the
felt.
"Geez, Bill, that could cost a
fortune. Why'd you do that?"
gasped Joe.
"Come Into the bathroom for
a minute will you Joe?" said
Bill as he took Joe by the arm
and led him off, leaving the two
bewildered dates just standing
there ...

Bill Miner
(continued from p. 5)

i

... Joe emerged out of the
bathroom, straightened out his
shirt and prepared to return to .
the table to get Margie and
leave when he noticed three
students in sultcoats waiking
towards him. He stopped to see
if they wanted him and Indeed
they did. They stopped right in
front of him and the one In the
middle told Joe something that
put him right on Cloud nine.
"Joe, I'm Ralph Smith,
President of the best social
fraternity on campus, and have
we got an offer for you. We have
considered you to be worthy
enough for membership Into
fraternity life - so I would like
to extend to you a pledge bid
from Alpha Pi Alpha fraternity."
(to be continued next semester)

(complete with a set of Rolla
and UP flags), and quickly
surveyed the situation.
"De hav fallen into our trap.
Fire ven ready!" shouted the
general.
Their aIm was not accurate,
as they somehow missed Bill
and the Tau Beta Pi pledges,
but did manage to get 12 trees, 6
cars, 4 pedestrians, 3 fellow UP
members, .2 houses, and a
partridge in a thorn bush.
The machine gunner who was
stamping an Imprint of
evei'ythlng he hit on his helmet
for the sake of records, got
excited and started yelling "I
want to kill! I want to kill! "
Soon all the UP troops left alive
were jumping up and down
yelling "Kill! Kill!"
Bill took advantage out of this
break and took off. He could
still hear the UP in the distance.
"This is the greatest thing
we've done since we caught IK
trying to TP the smokestacks! "
"Yeah! This beats handing
out
parking
tickets
to
bicycles! "
"Hurry up! We got to get this
tank back by three o'clock! "
Bill scrambled- into the phone
booth; but alas! HIs clothes
were gone! What to do? He took
off again into a nearby alley.
There he was - naked, In an
alley in Rolla, Missouri, on a
Monday afternoon, jobless,
worthless. There was only one
thing to do - run as fast as he
could back to the dorms. He
didn't want to, but what would
you do?
Bill made it about 50 feet out
of the alley when he ran, Into
some real policeman from
Rolla at 2:02. Bill was arrested
at 2:00. Bill was tried at2 :04. At

2:ffi, Bill was In jall.
Saturday Bill was released. A
whole week out of classes had
just about ruined his semester
- especially the week before
finals . He trudged back to the
dorms still naked, and found a
sympathetic group of dormies
waiting for him. To add to his
misery, he had to pick up Porgy
In 20 minutes.
Bill revved up his beat up
Volkswagen and picked up
Porgy. Naturally, he was taking
her to the Student Union, his
Volkswagen bottoming out on
the way because of Porgy's
mass. As he walked In, he met
Joe and a beautiful girl Bill had
never seen before playing pool.
Joe asked Bill and Porgy to join
them. Bill accepted, but deep
down he didn't want to because
Joe had always gotten under his
skin for some reason. Joe had
always done everything better
than Bill,and what's worse Is
that Joe deserved it because he
really was a nice guy.
After the introductions were
made Joe asked Bill how things
were going as he racked the
baits.
"Not so good, Joe. My whole
world's just collapsing around
me," said Bill, polishing his cue
tip getting ready for the break.
"But how are things with you,
Joe?" asked Bill as he took aIm
on the cue ball and practiced his
stroke for the break.
" Things are going great for
me, Bill. I suppose the greatest
thing Is my summer job with
Busch."
RRRRRRRRIP!
Bill's cue had just missed the
ball and had made a very nice
cut about three feet long in the
felt.
"Geez Bill, that could cost a
fortune. Why'd you do that?"
"Come Into the bathroom for
a minute, will you Joe?" said
Bill as he took Joe by the arm
and led him off, leaving the two
bewildered dates just standing

there.
Once In the bathroom, Joe
asked, "What's this all about,
Bill? "
Bill gritted his teeth his face
seething with anger. HIs whole
week had been rotten. Joe's had
been great. This anger swelling
inside of Bill had been building
for a long time. A LONG time.
"That was my job, Joe. My
job," growled Bill.
Joe stood aghast. "Bill, If I'd
have known I'd have refused.
Believe me, Bill, I never meant
00-"
Joe was cut off as Bill's fist
came flying through the air. Joe
ducked and he heard the crack
as Bill's fist hit the wall. Joe
raced into one of the stalls and
locked It, but this didn't stop a
raging maniac like Bill. Bill
climbed over the top of the stall
and lunged down at Joe, who
had unlocked the door and
bolted out of there when he saw
Bill perched on top ready to
spring. Joe heard a splash as
Bill went headfirst Into the
toilet.
Bill picked himself up, the
water cooling his anger. Totally
discouraged, Bill dried off as
best as he could and walked out,
leaving hisdigolty and pride In
the toilet.
As he came out, three
students in beat-up jeans and tshirts with holes in them walked
towards Bill. Bill stopped to see
if they wanted him, and indeed
they did. They stopped right In
front of Bill and told him
something that curled his
stomach.
" Bill, I'm Harry Jones,
President of one of the most(Ed. note: Blank to be filled in
by reader) organizations on
campus, .and have we got an
offer for you. We have considered you to be lowly enough
for membership inur- life so I would like to extend to you
an invitation to join GDD."
(to be continued next semester)

In The Year 2078...

lJt 00.

In the advanced, technological world in which we now live, the
title, "In The Year 2078 or ... " would most likely conjure UP
stereotyped images of spaceships and robots in a futuristic
society.
The Miner now presents to you the winner of an essay contest
whose only theme was to write on that title.

aubi.
Well, this Is the last column of
this school year for me, and I
guess the right way to tie it up
would be to get back to the
original story behind the story,
and make this a review of the
last eight or so months.
FO&D was started as my next
project after Groundwaves,
which I wrote for KMNR In the
spring semester of 1977. It
began as strictly a reviews
column, and has kinda gone
beyond what I had initially
envisioned. Sometimes an

editorial, sometimes a critique,
and always typed up at the last
minute (ask the Miner feature
editor ), I've found out many
things about UMR, and also a
lot about myself. (I do!!'t want
to be a full-time writer)
Whether pretentious, or
timid, I've tried to at least
address Issues of concern, and
make a few points, for better or
worse, in the bargain. But the
issues of those days, are not
always the Issues of the past
exclusively, and I hope that

r~~~~~~
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Thanks everyone for
U
the past year of
~ business and hope to
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U
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without FO&D, I can retain my
interest in things Rollonian to
the same degree . Writing for a
deadline is a good way to learn
to sort out your thoughts in an
accessible way .
Communication with people Is
in many cases, the reason, the
problem and the solution all In
one, I've found out. Living In a
world of more than one
inhabitant requires that we
learn to handle and express
ourselves in a clear and understandable manner. FO&D
has been my feeble attempt to
communicate to the readers of
the Miner my concerns and joys
throughout this school year .
Upon closing, I'd like to thank
the folks at the Miner for their
cooperation and support,
whether moral or not, in particular Paul Andrew for his
continual availability for
discussion and the occasional
illuminations on life as practiced by the tribes of UMR.
Whether or not I return to those
pages next year will be
determined next year, but in the
meantime, thank you for
reading and , most of all ,
responding , to FO&D.
Oh, by the way , about the
title ; if you don 't like it... DO
IT!! Ward Silver

2078 could be 2078 plants in a greenhouse or
2078 leaves on your favorite tree.
2078 could be 2078 grandfather clocks In a clock
store.
Or a stereo could cost $2078 or even a car could
cost that much . In a diesel there might be 2078
boxes.
In a library their might be at least 2078 books.
In an encyclopedia there could be 2078 pages.
If you built a house you might use 2078 bricks.
Or logs in a cabin.
There might be 2078 fish in Weatherby Lake.
Maybe 2078 sharks In the ocean.
There might be 2078 snow flakes In a pile. Or
2078 grains of sand in ten handfulls.
You can multiply it, subtract it, you could add
it or divide it.
2078 can be a phone number, an address, or a
zip code.
2078 means different things to different people,
and these are the things they mean to me.
The above piece has a retreshing originality. It appears tne
writer has an open mind.
What's even more promising Is that this wasn't written by a
college, or even a high school student. Rather, the writer is Jackie
Warger, the ten-year-old sister of a UMR student. The only thing
changed was ihe spelling.
Kina 01 realllrms my faith In the next generation.

lENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE
HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK
Box 70

Phone: 364-1301

Rolla, Mo.

Martin Spring Dr.
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Concert Review====================

Minstrel, Tells a Story in Song
By LINDA MARIE PONZER

Mmers do

tbe Impo&a1ble - as depicted above wbeo a mlgbty
group of UMR Greeks gatbered l'OIDld to blowout tbe "eternaJ
flame" .

A story teller, a music maker
and a melody picker - Jack
Ross brought his special sounds
to the stage of UMR for a well
received concert. Despite the
sparse attendance at the coffehouse, due in part to the
closeness of exams, Jack's
perfonnance was worth a
million dollars.
Jack did song's by well known
artists; Mason Wllliams, John
Prine, Gary Paxston and Paul
Wllliams, as well as songs that
either he or his friends wrote.
He mixed smooth flowing love
songs like Eve Zibarts' moving ·
"Always In My Mind" with
John Prine's song about love
and growing older together,
"Alone Again" and his own
reflections on an unexpected
twist in a romance - "It wasn't
supposed to turn out like this. "
Other memorable lines from
songs Jack perfonned are:
"You done stepped on my heart,

Damn Fool's Opinion

~~
chances are that they won't
when the sheep-skin is handed
over. These are powerful fears
that set in at this time. The
student believes that he will not
be able to perform at the level of
performance he believes is
expected of him when he is
working in his career as an
Engineer.
These fears are, I have found
for the most part, entirely
unfounded. A company that
would hire an engineer, knows
young engineers. They have
hired them before. Probably
mos t of the upper level
management were, at one time,
young engineers, fresh out of
school. These people know what
to expect. They realize that, in
most cases, the most important
function college has served the
engineer has been to impart to
him a background. These
companies wlll then proceed to
teach you what they want you to
do. The Company that hires you
is the last to expect production
from you equalling that of an
experienced engineer.

of your innocence-steal your
heart away-It wasll't supposed
to turn out like this. "
During the concert the
audience saw into the heart of
Jack Ross. They saw his loves
of the past-with its laughter and
tears, and saw all that makes
Jack Ross a personable artist of
song. More than one person left
his concert anticipating Jack's
return concert in the hopefully
not too distant future .

Lectures
Dr. Frank Stlllinger, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray
Hill, N.J., will speak at a -joint physics-chemislry colloquim

Thursday, May 11, 4 p.m., Physics 104. His topics are "Advances in Understanding the Structure and Dynamics of NonSimple Liquids, Especially H2O" and "Recent Advances in
the Theory of Water and Related Liquids." Refreshments
will be available at3:40p.m.

'I
'I

•

Answers to Lites Questions
This editorial is intended to
answer two of the most basic
questions in life ; those of why
and what. The why will be
concerned with our presence in
school, while the question what,
will hopefully bring to light
what will happen when we are
not in school, i.e., a postgraduation career. This writing
will be primarily directed
toward B.S. students in
engineering, though it should
apply to most undergraduates
in science related fields .
When a student is about to
graduate from an accredited
engineering institution such as
UMR, he-she usually has a
quite impressive background
in engineering. Compound this
with a fair G.P.A., campus
involvement, and even some
summer or co-{)p experience,
and the individual may become
very sought after by a number
of possible employers in his last
semester of school.
. At this point in time, Senior
year, fears begin to coagulate
within the future engineer's
mind. During Freshman and
Sophomore years, sometimes
even extending into the junior
year of college, a student may
feel particularly secure, with
graduation date being very far
in the future. He may also
believe that in his last few
semesters, he will learn
everything he needs to know for
his career. During the Senior
year of his studies, however,
most future engineers start to
realize that they, in fact, really
don 't know everything, and the

and mashed that sucker flat"
and "The girl is your sister but
your Mother don't know" and "I
would know you even in the
Shadows of the night" and
"Makes me feel as wild as a big
Black Grizzly Bear" and "I'll ·
take my memories to bed and
know that I'll be waking up
alone" and my favorite lines,
which are as follows - "It was
only supposed to be, a selfish
game I played-just to cheat you

Therefore, one of the most
important things to impress
your possible employers with
during an interview is not that
you know everything about your
field, but your ability to lell:rn
and adapt and perform With
people. You must show him
drive and adaptability . .You
must be able to indicate to him
that you can produce results in
his company. This, in my opnion, is most important.
Hopefully , this will serve to
alleviate some of the fears of
the engineering or science
student. The big, bad world out
there is not quite as foreboding,
after all, as it may seem at
times. A new engineer does not
have to know everything in his
field in order to be a productive
employee, no one could possibly
expect him to.
So, there is my two cents
worth for the last paper of the
year, on my second-to-last day
as
an
undergraduate
engineering student.
Don't let anybody tell you it
ain't worth it.
It is.

For Appointment Call
364-2363 or 364-1575, Ext. 3-0pen Mon.-Sat.
Convenient location At The Manor Inn
Junction of 1-44 & 63

:>.
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Jerry Landing Moving Service
•

-Mayflower AgentAnother time. Another place . And an uncommon
family that triumphs over the Intergalactic forces that
would destroy It.
By Nebula award nominee Marta Randall.

Free Estimates • Fully Insured
DON PRATT, Representative
Martin Springs Drive Rolla, Mo. 65401
Phone: 314/341-3866
MAIN OFFICE: 308 W. Oak, St. Clair, Mo. 63077
629·2500
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Miner Tribute To The B&G Crew

A bench In the wake af a 1& G .nowplow,

(Photo by 'Ii , lIurford) I

How many II & G boy. doe. It take to .crew In a lightbulb?
(PhOlO by H. Burford)
A 1& G knight , 0 _ with .ward drawn and .hleld ready,
(Phata by RlchardlGn)

Sometime. the pr... ure of the lob get. 10 them. Ihough . a. thl. 1& G boy
conlemplate••ulclde.
(Photo by RlchardlGn)

Thl. 1& G boy I. either 1. Looking bu.y . or 2, Taking lunch 10 Rayl Cafeteria .
(Phota by Rlchord.on)

Th • • & G crew shown putting away th.lr rak •• & other Implements of de.tructlon

thirty .econd. after the lunch whi.tle ,

(Photo by Rlchardlon)

A fine demonstration of tr •• wat.rlng .. .

(Photo by Rlchord.on)
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Host Central Missouri This Weekend

Miners Wallop Lindenwood
By CHRIS RANSOM
The baseball Miners after
losing three MIAA games to
Northwest Missouri State two
weeks ago at home dropped
three more conference games to
Southwest Missouri State last
weekend before bresking their
slump when they faced Lindenwood College of st. Louis to
cap the weekend.
The Miners began their
weekend of play last Friday
against Southwest, who is in
second place in MIAA action,
and lost 6-2 in Springfield.
The very next day the Miners
continued slumping as they
dropped a doubleheader. The
first game they lost by a convincing score of 11-2 and were
shut out 4-0 in the nightcap.
Southwest took the sweeD of

the three-game series as they
improved their record to 'l:J.-7
overall boasting a 11-4 conference mark.
All four runs for Southwest in
the nightcap were unearned as
UMR committed four errors
behind ace hurler Jeff Walters.
Southwest righthander Jody
Payne got the win giving up
only two hits as he improved his
record to 5-0 Walters fell to 5-3.

UMR regrouped quiCkly as
they travelled to St. Louis to
take on Lindenwood . The
Miners circled the bases 30
times banging out 32 hits. The
Miners won 9-1 in the first and
walloped them good in the
second winning 21-0.
With Sunday ' s romp the
Miners boosted their record to
11-15 overall but gained no
ground in the conference as

TKEWinslFC
Bovvling Crovvn

they dropped to 4-11.
UMR first baseman Jeff
Hannah had four hits In six trips
against Lindenwood "increasing
his season average to .479 best in the MIAA. He was
ranked sixth in the nation last
week when his average was
.462.
.
Hannah was only one of the
hitting standou!s in the Sunday
doubleheader . Mike Bennett
had five hits in the twinbill and
Bill Grantham was three-forfour with a triple.
Larry Wuerz went the
distance for UMR in the opener
scattering nine hits and giving
up only one run to Lindenwood.
Wuerz had a shutout going until
the fifth inning when Lindenwood scored an unearned
run.
Chuck Holcomb and Mark
Mueller combined for a one-

-

hitter in the nightcap as Mueller
got the win.
The Miners with the games
over the weekend remain in
sixth place in the MIAA with
Lincoln pulling up the cellar.
UMR is right where it expected
to be according to the MIAA
preseason pull, however the
Miners have a chance of moving
up the totem pole this weekend

Sunday'S games
Lindenwood 000 010 0--1 2
UMR
014 220 x--9 12
UMR: Wuerz and Hursch.
Lindenwood:
Epps
and
Boschert. WP: Wuerz. LP:
Epps.
Lindenwood
000 00- 0
UMR
908 4x-21 20
UMR : Holcomb, Mueller (4)
and Tepper. Lindenwood: Hill,
Boschert (3) and Hale. WP :
Mueller. LP: Hill.

when they face Central
Missouri State in a three-game
MIAA series at the UMR
diamond. Central is just ahead
of the Miners in fifth place.
The first game will begin
Friday at 3:30 p.m. and there
will be a doubleheader Saturday
beginning at 1:00 p.m. to finish
up the season.
The line scores :

Saturday's games
UMR
000 200 0-- 2 7
SMS
210 341 x-ll 9
UMR: ST. John, Wuerz (5)
and Holcomb. SMS: Cannon,
Dunn (7) and Goessling. WP :
Cannon. LP : St. John.
UMR
000 000 ~ 2
SMS
020 002 x--4 5
UMR: Walters and Holcomb.
SMS: DayneandDunahue. WP:
Payne LP: Walters

Weekend Sports Schedule-

riday Tennis MIAA Tourney Home 9:00 am
By JOHN CROW

Lahay , Tom Beard, Mike
Busby, and Bob Mitchell.

Last week, TKE met Triangle
in the final series of the IFC
Bowling League to decide who
would claim first place.

The IFC Bowling League
gave Individual trophies to the
top three linlshers in three
departments. Ron Jansen of
Triangle defeated TKE in the TKE took first place in the high
first game by a score of 1020- average category with Rusty
889. But TKE came right back Goldhammer of Beta Sigma
winning the second game 957- Upsilon and Jeff Freeland of
876. Finally, in the third game Delta Sigma Phi followinJ;!
with both teams facing a do-or- respectively. Tom Burbridge of
die situation, TKE defeated Delta Sigma Phi took the high
Triangle 10'l:J.-934 to claim the series award with Bob Mitchell
sole position of first place. This of TKE and Steve Zeboski of
left Triangle in second place Triangle finishing second and
with Delta Sigma Phi taking third respectively. Last but not
least, Mark Stochl of Phi Kappa
third.
Theta won the high game
trophy with Mike Busby and
TKE's championship team Don Flunt, both of TKE,
consisted of Ron Jansen, Kevin following respectively.

M-Club Athlete
of the Week
Jeff Hannah was given this week's M-Club Athiete of the Week
~ward, Jeff, a senior majoring In Electrical Engineering, leads
the Miner baseball team In home runs, hitting and R.B.I.'s with 6
runs anll25 H.JU . ·S. Jeff's batting average of .462 makes him the
MIAA's leading hitter and ranks him 6th in the entire nation for
the NCAA Division II.
In this past week's action he was 7 for 16 at bat in 5 games, including two home runs but in the game vs. Springfield Friday.
Hannah plays first base for the Miner's and hails from Belleville
Area Junior College In Illinois.
Congratulations, Jeff.

QUALITY CLEANERS

Track MIAA Meet - J~ff. City
Saturday
Tennis MIAA Finals Home

Rolla, Mo. 65401

9:00a.m.
1:30pm

Baseball Central Mo. (DH)

Track MIAA Meet - Jeff. City

* * * *.* * * * * * * *

~

*' * *

MIAA Tennis Tourney Here
By BILL FRANK
For the first time In many
years, the UMR Varsity Tennis
Team will host the MIAA
Conference Tournament this
Friday and Saturday at the
Multi-Purpose Building. (Why
do you think they were resur·
faced last summer?)
Action begins Friday morning around 9:00 a.m. with the
preliminary
rounds.
Competition will be stiff, so plenty of
great tennis action will be going
on until late In the afternoon.
Many athietes from other MIAA
schools are on tennis scholarships, and this will be the
highlight of the season as they
face each other head-to-head.

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

1 "8 W. 7th Sf.

3:00pm

Baseball Central Mo. Home

On Saturday, the final round
will be played for each position,
starting around 9:00 a.m.,

weather permitting.
So take a break from the
books or relax after an hour of

smoke and soak up some rays
while watching some of
Missouri's best tennis action.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs ., Fri. & Sat., 11 :00 -1 :00

DISCO
Open Sundays
1 PM-9:30 PM

2
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Phi Kap Wins Horseshoes

RHA Wins Track
By JOHN cRow

Last
week,
intramural
INTRAMURAL TRACK
track was held. RHA won this
RESULTS
year's competition taking four
Score Int. Point
first place finishes out of a Org.
89
150
possible thirteen events. Phi 1. RHA
47.3
145
Kap also looked impressive 2. Sig Ep
140
finishing third and taking two 3. Phi Kap 47
135
first place finishes . Following is 4. Delta Tau 43
32.3
130
a list of the top five teams and a 5. Sig Nu
list of the individual winners in
each event.
TRACK Individual Winners
Event
Shot put
Discus
Mile Run
70 high hurd.
440 yd. relay
100 yd . dash
High Jump
440 yd. run
120 low hurd.
880 yd. run
Long Jump
220 yd. run
mile relay

Name
John Little
John Pitts
Janczak
Beck

Organization
Mates
RHA
Delta Sig
campus

Distance or Time
40' 4"
117' 4"
4:53.8

10.0
46.7
10.4
5' 10"
51.8
14.2

RHA

Witte
Biox
Tetter
Patterson
Barwes
Hall
Witte

RHA
Phi Kap
Sig Nu
Lambda Chi
Focus
Delta Tau
RHA
Phi Kap

In Intramural Horseshoe
competition, Phi Kap took fJJ'St
place followed by PiKA and
TEC. Below is a list of the top
three teams and their point
totals.

An RHA reprelentatlve In Intramural track lalt w_k crollel the flnllh line first In the 120 yard low hurdlel. Thll
wal lull one of the four flrstl RHA took 01 they complied" polntl to take the champlonlhlp-~2 polntl ahead of
lecond place Sill Ep.
(Photo by TegethoH)

2:06.5

21' 2"
23.2
3:47.3

Organization
Phi Kap
PiKA
TEC

Int. Points
90
85.5
85.5

Northvvest Tops
MIAALeague
MIAA RELEASE

SPRINGFIELD - Slowly but
surely, the Northwest Missouri
State University Bearcats are
working their way toward the
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association baseball
championship for 1978.
The Bearcats took one more
step toward the title Friday by
blasting Lincoln University 12.Q
in Maryville. The two teams
never got to play the
doubleheader portion of the
weekend series due to prolonged rain and wet grounds
In Maryville but the Bearcats
may not care. Friday'S win
moved them to 7-2 in the league
with three games to play.
Northwest, which has lost six
league games to weather thus
far this season, needs to win
only two of three next weekend
at home against Northeast
Missouri to assure itself of its
third league crown in six
seasons. Coach Jim Wasem's
club also won in 1973 and 1975.

Southwest Missouri kept
some pressure on the Bearcats
with a three-game sweep over
Rolla over the weekend in
Springfield but it may have
been to no avail for the Bears.
The Bruins closed their league
slate at 11-4 and assured
themselves of no worse than a
Second place finish in the final
conference standings. If Northeast should take two of three
next weekend in Maryville,
Southwest would will the title.
Also at stake is post-season
competition. There are no
automatic qualifiers among
conference champions for the
NCAA Division II baseball
tourney but the MlAA champ
has .been pi~ked for regional

play each of the last nine years.
And, though they may not win
the conference, the Bears of
Southwest are a possible playoff
entrant on the strength of their
overall season record of 22-7,
the best mark in the region.
Northwest is 1~ overall.
The middle of the standings
remains in a logjam going into
the final weekend. The Indians
of Southeast were idle from
league play at 7-5 while Central
climbed to 6-5 by taking two of
three at Northeast.
The
Bulldogs dropped into fifth
place at 6-6.
Besides the Bulldogs' visit to
Maryville
next
weekend,
Central travels to MissouriRolla and Southeast visits
Lincoln.
AROUND THE MIAA : North-

An unldentlfl.d longlump.r dllplays hll form In intramural track 10lt w •• k.

west lost a 5-3, 6-2 doubleheader
to Kansas last Tuesday ... the
Bearcats led 3-1 going into the
seventh inning of the first game
and had a 2-1 lead after four innings in the second contest but

(continued on p. 12)

FORUM D
Hairstyling
Men's & Women's
Stylin,
Lon g or Short
We give the look yo u want
with complete control.

Hairstyling Champion
1973, 1974 and 1975
1431 Hauck Dr.
Rolla, MO.

Fo rget Th e Rest
Use The Best

By Appo intment
341-2668
Mon. · Fri. 9· 5:30
Sat . 8-4
Rolla. Mo .

(Photo by TegethoH)

G & D STEAKHOUSE

:I~~T

2

$ 65

STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla, Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily 7 Days A Week

~
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Reagan rapped his fifth
homer ...Southeast's only action
on the week was a Saturday
couldn't hold on ... MIke Blrdoes twinbill against Missouri-St.
had a pair of triples for the Louls...Trae Hastings won his
'Cats In the nightcap ... Tom sixth of the year on a 2-1 effort
Franke fired a six-hit shutout at as Bill Crtsclone smacked a
LU FrIday In the 12~ game as game-winning homer In the
he whiffed nIne and was backed 7th ... the Indians left 16 men on
by 12 Bearcats' safeties ... the base In dropping the nightcap:;'
winners led only ~ going Into 2... UMSL, defending . regional
the seventh but tallied seven champ, fell to 1-3 for the year
times then with MIke Me- against
MIAA
teamPherson getting the big blow on s ...Southeast was washed out of
a grand slam homer... Llncoln a Tuesday twinbill at Indiana
swept Missouri Valley 7-4 and State-EvansvWe... thls week Is
15-8 last Tuesday as MIke the last full slate of games for
Cavender went S-for-9 and MIAA teams as four clubs close
Jerry
Mlck
had
seven thetr regular schedules and
RBI's ... Centrai and Southwest league play winds up on
also
scored
sweeps
on Saturday.

MIAA
(continued from p. 11)

League
standings
and
statistics through games of
Sunday, April 30:
Team
MIAA Overatl
13-6
NW MlsaourI
7-2
22-7
SW MISSOURI 11-4
14-9
SE MISSOURI 7-5
17-14
Cenl MlsaourI 6-5
1CH1
NE MlsaourI
H
11-15
UM-RoUa
4-11
&-17-1
LIDcoIn UDiv. 1-9

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

Games of -n-day, May 2:
LU at Central Methodist,
EmporIa State at CMSU, MD.
BaptIst at SEMSU, SWMSU at
SIU-EdwardBvWe, NEMSU at
QuIncy; FrI-8al, May H:
NEMSU at NWMSU, CMSU at
UMR, SEMSU at LU; Sal, May
&:SWMSUatSWBaptlat.

We wish everyone
an enioyable
summer vacatione
Hope to see you
back in the fall!

r------ICOUPON'
------,
SU NDAES

Tuesday ... The Mules stopped
Park 4-{) and 4-1 whileSouthwest
started a fH) week by dumping •
Mlssouri Southern S-~ and 3- ~
4... fresiunanKevinEnglerflred •
~
his second straight complete- r.
game four-hitter In the nlght- ~..
cap ... the Bears swept past
UMR S-2 behind Dale Loplnot, •
11-2 behind KIrby Cannon, and.
1202 N B' h
4-{) In the finale as Jody Payne
• IS op
outdueled Jeff Walters ... Payne •
Rolla, Mo.
had a two-hitter and Walters
gave just five safeties but three • Good Thru 5·15·78

~

•

Hot Fudge,
•
.
Ch I
•
Pmeapple, oco ate,
Strawberry
•
'h
Butterscotc.

Ai

~:; b~C~ts~~g~ .:

for the MIAA triple crown ... he
went 9-of-l6 for the week with
six runs batted In ... he tagged
Walters for his eighth homer
and took over the league RBI
lead with 32... Payne and
Loplnot each scored a fifth
seasonwln .. Rolla's JeffHannah
stayed on top In the MIAA
hitting race, bouyed by a 4-of~
day
as the Miners
swept
pastSunday
Lindenwood
!H and
21O... The Miners had 20 hits and
Churck Holcomb and Mark
Mueller combined for a onehitter In the second game after
Larry
Wuerz
won
the
opener... UMR beat Washington
University 1().4 In a single game
last Tuesday ... MIke Bennett
rapped four doubles during the
week for UMR... Northeast got
Dan Faucett's fifth win In a 3-1
victory In the ftrst game of the
doubleheader against Central,
postponed until Sunday by
rain ... rellever David Ezell got
credit for the victories as
Central won Friday's game 17-9
and salvaged Sunday's nlghtcap 7-4 ... The Mules got two or
more hits from five different
players In the Friday game and
had homers from Jim Summers

29¢
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1003 Pine
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1 HORSE BOOKSTORE

•

We Buy & Sell Used Books
207 W. 11th In The Thomos Building

2 PAPAS fOR •I
•

Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.
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~~.!e~k ~asoft:;;~7~ 11202 N. BISHOP ROLLA, MO. 364-8998.
Sunday for Northeast and Ron
_ _ _ _ _ _ .COUPON _ _ _ _ _ . .
Begin Your
Engineering Career
at
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Americ an Can Company Is
one of th e leading co rp ora~
tions In Diverallled Packaging,
Conaumer Products, and R.
aoure. Recovery. Our Development Programs provide the
Engineer with an opportunity
to develop technica l and
managerial skills through sig
nlficant proj ect assignments
In Staff or Operation s
Engineering.
We are looking for qualified
M.E. for ca ree r opportunities
in Pl ant Engineeri ng and
Supervi sion at the
51. Louis location.

Send Resume to:
Mr. T. Watson
Gen'l Supervllor
Employee Relations
American Can Company
3200 So. Klngshlghway
51. Loul., Missouri 63139
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American
Can
~.,
Company ~~

An equal oppo rtun ity emp loyer
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Dairy Queen/Brazier
13th & Bishop, Rollo, Mo.
Phone 364·7200

Dipped Cones
Sundaes
Shakes
Molts
Somethlnll for Everyone I
Freezes
Be.t Buy. In Town I
Floats
Royal Treals
Novelties
· Reg. U.S. Pal. Off .. Am. D.O . CorF ·
(C) Copyright 1978 . Am . D.O . Corp .

Burgers
Hal Dogs
Fish
Tenderloin
BBO
Chicken Sand .
Cones

10%
20%
10%
10%
. . . . . 10%

off
off
off
off
off

on
on
on
on
on

all bongs, clips, pipes
all imported tops
all tapestries
turquoise
Roger Dean Plaques

on down &check it out. We
45 different kinds of papers.
get rolling on down to

THE OUTPOST

Open 11·6 Mon .-Sot. 364-6464
Next To The Sound Trop
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Joe Miner Ring
Exclusively At

JEWELRY

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
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HaveA . ~
Hellacious
~ Summer! ~
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from the Sports StaN
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